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Polish LOC marker for MASC and NEUT nouns has two realisations: [e] after coronal-final stems, preceded by 
prepalatal in LOC, and [u] after an underlying palatal or after a velar, in Rubach (1984) “palatalisation” and “vowel 
retraction”. The former alternation is a topic of many studies, while the other are avoided, from the perspective of 
co-occurrence restrictions such as PAL or *[+back][-back].  

I propose the LOC UR as a vowel with two floating [back] features, underspecified for height. If Polish 
palatals are [-back,+high] and velars are [+back,+high] (Rubach 1984), coronals must be [-high]. Since the 
allomorphs of LOC always match in height with the preceding consonant, the abstract UR allows to treat the 
matching height as non-accidental. 
Dissimilation: The crucial ranking deriving [u] after /Cj / is DE[-back] ≫ ASSOCIATE[-back]; DE[+back] ≫ 
ASSOCIATE[+back], meaning that [-back] is either preferably realised on the stem or not at all. The illusion of 
dissimilation is achieved through fusion of [-back] on the consonant, and fusion of [+back] on the morpheme 
vowel. 
Retraction: The crucial ranking for deriving [u] after velars is UNIFORMITY[+back] ≫ ASSOCIATE[-back] ≫ 
UNIFORMITY[-back], meaning that [+back] fusion is disallowed. Instead, tautomorphemically realised [+back] and 
unrealised [-back] create the illusion of vowel retraction. 
Palatalisation: The ranking *SHARE[±high] ≫ *SHARE[±back]¦ ≫ ASSOCIATE[-back] means that, when sharing 
[±back], it is preferred to not share [±high] simultaneously. The illusion of palatalisation is created through sharing 
[-back] and non-realisation of [+back], in addition to reassociated [-high] and epenthetic [+high].  

The palatalisation effect on the surface is thus a consequence of floating [-back], and not of co-occurrence 
restrictions. The empirical advantage of this proposal lies in predicting C-V interaction based on the morpheme: 
an abstract UR induces a change on the stem, while a concrete UR (e.g. INS.M.SG -em) does not because its well-
formedness is underlying. 
 


